AGA Six-Four
FLEXIBILITY AND PERFORMANCE

AGA Six-Four

The ultimate

conventional range cooker

POWERFUL AND EASY TO CONTROL
Owning a Six-Four offers enormous flexibility – both in terms of how you cook
and where you position the cooker.
The Six-Four’s cooking credentials are unmatched in a conventional range cooker.
It’s fast, powerful and easy to control and it’s designed to fit in with your kitchen
design plan – you can place your Six-Four between standard kitchen units, against
a wall or even within an island unit.
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AGA Six-Four
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You can choose from either six gas burners or a six-ring ceramic hob and
team these with three ovens – two fan ovens, a simmering oven, and a separate
ceramic grill. The Six-Four is ideal for all types of cooking, and works as brilliantly
whether you’re whipping up an after-work snack or cooking for a crowd.

AGA Six-Four – Cooker hood
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Put simply, the AGA Six-Four sets new standards for conventional cookers.
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AGA Six-Four Classic Special Edition*
AGA Six-Four – Ceramic hob
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GAS BURNERS

Give instant power and a rapid response, for variable cooking.
The powerful 4.5kW burner is ideal for wok cooking.
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CERAMIC ELECTRIC GRILL

A separate ceramic grill, ready to cook in seconds. Carefully
designed to eliminate cold spots for even cooking.
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ELECTRIC FAN OVENS

Two fan ovens, one of which is programmable, that reach
and maintain the desired temperature rapidly. These ovens
maintain an even temperature, perfect for cooking several
dishes at once.
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ELECTRIC SIMMERING OVEN
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GRIDDLE

A double sided cast aluminium plate, half smooth and half
ridged. Standard with natural gas Six-Four models. A cast
iron grill pan comes as standard with LPG Six-Four models.
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CERAMIC HOB OPTION

Featuring two powerful hobs – two being dual element –
which can be turned up for boiling and down for simmering.
Each element has the assurance of hob hot indication.
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COOKER HOOD

Distinctive and attractive, the Six-Four cooker hood is
the ultimate complement to the Six-Four cooker. The three
speed fan seamlessly combines both efficiency and styling.

The closest oven in the Six-Four to the original AGA cooker.
Ideal for simmering, slow cooking casseroles and drying
meringues on a low heat.

AGA Six-Four in Pearl Ashes
*AGA Six-Four Classic Special Edition is only available in Cream.

AGA Six-Four in Cream

PLEASE NOTE: Dimensions stated are base measurements. For full dimensions and installation criteria contact your local AGA Specialist. In all colours the side panels are black. All AGA Cookers
come complete with a five-year warranty, comprised of one year parts and labour, followed by a further four years parts only guarantee. The makers reserve the right to make alterations to
design, materials or construction for manufacturing or any other reasons, subsequent to publication. This brochure is produced as a visual aid and is not intended to replace the Installation or
User Instructions, or the need to view an appliance. The printing process may not accurately reflect the true colours.
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conventional range cooker
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Each AGA cooker boasts a gleaming vitreous enamel finish that takes three
89days
49 0 m m
8mm to achieve. Most manufacturers
simply spray-paint their cookers and it’s one of the reasons why the unique AGA cooker is able to rise above
AGA Six-Four – Cooker hood
the high street morass of mass-produced uniformity.
Energy Rating – D
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AGA Six-Four – Ceramic hob

GAS BURNERS

Give instant power and a rapid response, for variable cooking.
The powerful 4.5kW burner is ideal for wok cooking.

2

CERAMIC ELECTRIC GRILL

A separate ceramic grill, ready to cook in seconds. Carefully
designed to eliminate cold spots for even cooking.

3

ELECTRIC FAN OVENS

Two fan ovens, one of which is programmable, that reach
and maintain the desired temperature rapidly. These ovens
maintain an even temperature, perfect for cooking several
dishes at once.

4

ELECTRIC SIMMERING OVEN

260mm

240mm

AGA Six-Four – Cooker hood
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AGA cookers still use the same manufacturing process,
the skills passed on from one generation of foundry
Height:
men to the next. Molten iron is poured into moulds 910mm
and every cast is then hand-dressed, heat-treated to a
bewildering 850°C and shot-blasted clean.
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Every Six-Four model – like every AGA cooker – comes with a sense of
history built in. That’s important – it means your new cooker will have been
manufactured to the same exacting standards that have ensured AGA’s place
m
26 0 m
as one of our most trusted and most cherished British brands. These worldrenowned cookers are made in the historic Coalbrookdale Foundry in Shropshire
where, over 300 years ago large-scale cast iron production was pioneered
and the Industrial Revolution began. The plant is of such global importance
that it has been designated a United Nations World Heritage Site.
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1.75kW

GRIDDLE

Distinctive and attractive, the Six-Four cooker hood is
the ultimate complement to the Six-Four cooker. The three
speed fan seamlessly combines both efficiency and styling.

The closest oven in the Six-Four to the original AGA cooker.
Ideal for simmering, slow cooking casseroles and drying
meringues on a low heat.
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Depth:
620mm

CERAMIC HOB OPTION

COOKER HOOD
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Depth:
620mm

AGA Six-Four – Ceramic Hob

AGA Six-Four – Gas Hob

Featuring two powerful hobs – two being dual element –
which can be turned up for boiling and down for simmering.
Each element has the assurance of hob hot indication.
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5kW

4.5kW

A double sided cast aluminium plate, half smooth and half
ridged. Standard with natural gas Six-Four models. A cast
iron grill pan comes as standard with LPG Six-Four models.
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Width:
984mm
It’s this dedication
to the
craft that has earned the AGA cooker a reputation for peerless performance coupled
with enviable durability. And it’s why the AGA Six-Four – a conventional range cooker
– is so desirable...
0.7kW

Oven capacity

Oven rating

Internal Oven Dimensions

Top right – fan

36 litres

1.45kW / 70 – 220°C

250mm (H) x 350mm (W) x 410mm (D)

A

Bottom left – fan

36 litres

1.45kW / 70 – 220°C

250mm (H) x 350mm (W) x 410mm (D)

A

Bottom right – simmering

40 litres

1kW / 70 – 120°C

250mm (H) x 350mm (W) x 460mm (D)

–

Hob Power Rating

Gas

Ceramic

Energy Rating

Gas

Ceramic

Front left (wok burner)

1 x 4.5kW (1 x 4kW LPG)

1 x 0.7kW / 2kW

Dimensions

910mm (H) x 984mm (W) x 620mm (D)

Front middle

1 x 1.75kW

1 x 1.1kW

Weight

200kg (441lbs)

170kg (375lbs)

Front right

1 x 3kW

1 x 1.4kW

Total load

15.2kW Electric

Rear left

1 x 1.75kW

1 x 1.1kW

19.5kW Gas
6.2kW Electric

Rear middle

1 x 5kW

1 x 0.7kW / 2kW

Gas connection

½ BSP

Rear right

1 x 3kW

1 x 1.4kW

Power supply

230v 30 Amp

Grill power rating

2.3kW

2.3kW

Available in 12 colours

230v 45 Amp with
optional 3 phase
connection

COLOUR SAMPLES AVAILABLE IN-STORE

AGA Six-Four in Pearl Ashes
*AGA Six-Four Classic Special Edition is only available in Cream.
PLEASE NOTE: Dimensions stated are base measurements. For full dimensions and installation criteria contact your local AGA Specialist. In all colours the side panels are black. All AGA Cookers
come complete with a five-year warranty, comprised of one year parts and labour, followed by a further four years parts only guarantee. The makers reserve the right to make alterations to
design, materials or construction for manufacturing or any other reasons, subsequent to publication. This brochure is produced as a visual aid and is not intended to replace the Installation or
User Instructions, or the need to view an appliance. The printing process may not accurately reflect the true colours.
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AGA Six-Four Classic Special Edition in Cream

Call us on 0845

712 5207 for details of
your local AGA shop or visit agaliving.com

Republic of Ireland: 01 663 6166

Your local AGA
specialist’s details here

International: +44 (0)115 946 6106
Follow us:
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